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Empowering Arts is a developing platform that has 
been created for a Masters Degree, aiming to support 

artists and promote equal opportunties. 
Unapologetically Me is an exhibition exploring our 

identity and what makes us who we are. The artists on 
show have been selected via an open call from across 

the UK, with all the work contributing strong narratives 
relating to the theme. The work explores personal or 
human identity, looking into subject areas including 

queer identity and disability. 

This exhibition is part of a final project for a
Masters Degree in Curation. The research behind this 

focuses around accessibility, with this exhibition 
exploring the use of accessible measures to make the 

work open to everyone. This was one of the aims of the 
exhibition, and why the decision was made to include a 

sensory map. 
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Trigger Warning:
Some of the work in this exhibition explores 

themes including, but not limited to, mental health 
and disabilty. 

Opening Night: 
Monday 18th July, 5-8pm

Exhibition Opening Hours: 
Tuesday 19th July to Thursday 21st July 9am-

4:30pm

In Conversation With Artist Talk:
Thursday 21st July, 1-2pm



Unapologetically Me
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1- Fern Horton
2- Patrisiya Banova
3- Tabby Starling

4- Paul Mills
5- Philippa Bandurek Bradbury

6- Lewis Deeney
7- Catherine Hills

8- Rochelle Asquith

9- Eddie Saint-Jean
10- Rita Schuiling

11- Jenette Coldrick Morrell
12- Ally Zlatar
13- Ari Holmes

14- Sue Nicholas
15- Paul Butterworth

Unexpected noise Change In Lighting
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Paul Mills

I have been a photographer for 8 
years, with my early work being 

mainly in landscapes. More recently I 
have studied portraiture, interested in 
portrait narratives, identity & change. 
My more recent work has been more 

anxious, but also more cathartic –and I 
think this shows in the work. 

All images were shot thinking of 
identity, how we reflect on it, how we 

sometimes try to hide it, how 
concerned we are with how others view 

us - our outward identity.

www. black-diamond-photography.com

@black_diamond_photography_21





Patrisiya Banova

My installations have progressed from 
abstract lines to markers of data based on the 
vital signs’ waveforms. Particularly the normal 
capnogram, a waveform which represents the 

varying CO2 level throughout the breath 
cycle. Inspiration Expiration incorporates yarn 
with sound which engage with the sight and 
sound senses in a mindful manifestation of 

life. 

This work exists as an installation and a film, 
both featuring the elements of the line and 

sound, which is a recording of my breath and 
voice speaking in my native language, 

Bulgarian. ‘Any problem, no matter of its 
scale can be solved as long as you are alive 
and breathing’ are my father’s words that 

stuck with me while growing up. My 
nationality is a big part of my identity as an 

artist and member of society.

@banovap
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Fern Horton

Melting Me 2022, is a Paraffin Wax 
self-portrait which aims to convey ideas 

surrounding transformation and 
impermanence.

My practice has always been heavily 
reflective of my personal journey with 
depression, dissociation and intrusive 

thoughts; making work that reflects my own 
struggles acts as a healthy platform to 

outwardly express difficult emotions whilst 
fulfilling a need for connection with others.

The melted state captured by my wax portrait 
bust and hands is representative of both my 
own past self-destruction and vulnerability, 
but also a change in state, a ritual in which 
I destroy my old self and therefore an act of 

healing and strength.

@infern_o
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www.fernsarthub.com





Ari Holmes

I created Inbetween: Masks that Conceal and 
Reveal and the Complexity of Queerness 
recently for school, to showcase queer 

identity using dreamlike, surrealist imagery 
and nature. I used repeating motifs of 

fungus and decay to show life and death, and 
the in betweenness of it, and how it relates to 

the position of being queer in a cis and 
heteronormative world. 

I specifically wanted to explore queerness 
outside of romantic relationships, since queer 
experience is more than just who you want to 

date, but includes gender presentation, 
openness, hiding oneself vs being oneself, 

and much more. I wanted to use any 
materials to showcase the complexity of 
queer life, and I specifically wanted to 

represent myself in the masks.

@ariholmescreate
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ariholmescreative.com





Rochelle Asquith
My work relates to questions of being looked at 

versus being seen, and who a person might be when 
no one else is looking. My work asks an intimacy of 
the viewer, enclosing them within the folds of the 
drawing or painting, and hopefully holding their 

attention for a while. It isn’t necessarily purely about 
escapism, though that is a part of it; instead I am in 

pursuit of fantastical imagery, and I want to 
envelop the viewer into the folds of the whimsical 

and the surreal, and ask them who they might be if 
they were in my little world. 

I use monochrome in my work to create a 
consistent world. I love the depth of colour that black 
has; how different pigments in different mediums can 
add different dimensions to the overall piece. I love 

to use ink and fine liner together to create a 
textural difference, almost like land and water. A lot 
of my works feature the night sky, as I think this is 

the most private and magical time for a lot of people. 
For the most part, nothing is asked or required of 

anyone during the night, and the richness of the dark 
allows your mind to wander what could be in it. 

@rochelleasquith
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www.rochellemasquith.wordpress.com





Paul Butterworth

I love colours and would like my paintings to 
add a little happiness to the world. I 

improvise in oil paint laying down visual riffs 
and then reacting to them. I draw from 

nature, but also from the sheer joy of colour.

As humans we understand our world in 
stories and act out parts in our own life 

dramas. Is our identity in these stories we tell 
ourselves, the roles we act out in life and on 

social media, or how we feel inside? 
Stories are told in words, but much of our life 
is subconscious and lies beyond words. In my 

painting I capture how I see the world 
without words, full of joy and colour. I don’t 
know whether painting is more or less true 
than the life story I tell myself with words, 
but it’s definitely part of who I am, and the 

only way to share it is with paint.

@paulbutterworthartist
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www.paulbutterworthartist.com





Lewis Deeney

Everyone & No One explores our human 
identity, on both a collective and personal 

level, in relation to the technologically 
advanced world we now exist within. We 

have identities both online and offline and 
this is changing our understanding of self 

and other. Everyone & No One is a 
reduction of the face to simple forms, all 

that remains is the perceived presence of a 
human. The work is not of anyone and is of 

everyone.

@lewisdeeney
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www.lewisdeeney.co.uk





Eddie Saint-Jean

Black Queen shows a middle-aged mum 
holding a photo of herself as a 21-year-old 

winner of her borough beauty contest, which 
she entered on the spur of the moment while 

attending the London Borough of Newham 
Carnival back in 1990. She reminisces on 

those transcient, carefree youthful years and 
her pride the day she won the trophy. She 

seemed to have the world at her feet. 

However, the challenges she has overcome 
since as an adult and mother-of-one, eclipse 
her brief beauty queen reign because of the 

enduring depth of those life lessons. She 
accepts the past for what it is, but is, 

nonetheless, proud of the person she has 
become - in every way and is accepting of 

life’s journey.

@esaintjean1
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www.slipstreammediauk.com/about-2/artisteddiesaintjean/





I have been exploring my mixed English and 
Polish identity by looking at what it means to 
have a dual cultural identity, and how feelings 

and affiliations between the two oscillate. I 
want to provoke discussion on what it is to be 

of mixed heritage, and how the UK both 
embraces and discriminates against other 

cultures.

Through researching my family backgrounds 
and interpreting lived experiences into 

artwork, I am making a collection of portraits, 
landscapes and still life artworks in my home 
studio. Due to sensory issues, I am generally 
limited to acrylic paint and ink pens, although 
I would like to explore other materials, such 
as charcoal and oils. I want to photograph all 
the artwork in non-studio settings to show 

how cultural issues are intertwined into 
daily life, and not just something to be 

viewed ‘clinically’.

@philippa.bandurek
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Philippa Bandurek Bradbury





The inspiration for my recent work has formed from 
my latest project for DASH We are invisible We are 

visible ,where I will be performing a DADA 
intervention at the Exchange in Penzance. I have 

been exploring the unseen and distinguishable nature 
of being disabled. There is neither a unified 

definition of disability nor a unique experience of 
disability across the world. Whilst impairment does 

not change for the better, the role of disabling 
barriers does change depending on the physical, 
social and psychological nature of the respective 

environments and attitudes, cutting their links with 
the disabled. 

Many people take great comfort from their fellow 
man, friends and family. There is a connection 

between them, and an environment of security. What 
if it is a place not of comfort but of control? In 
whatever form it takes, a sense of disorder and 

distrust is created. A shield needs to be constructed 
to ward against the unpredictability and lurking 

chaos of the outside world. My work forms this shield 
and the thinking that lies behind it. I use the human 
form and abstracts as the common denominators of 

my mental environment. The creation of my work is a 
way of addressing my attitudes, fears and my 

unwritten rules which have that have helped build my 
armour.

@jenettecoldrick
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www.jenettecoldrick.com

Jenette Coldrick Morrell





Exploring art-making as a methodology that 
suggests the human condition is more 

complex than it is currently understood, 
Zlatar examines, instigates and provokes 
notions of the individual experience by 

focusing on the themes of illness, 
vulnerability, and authenticity of one’s lived-in 

experience. Zlatar explores her personal 
narratives and life experiences to guide her 

exploration of self-identity and 
self-perception in our modern discourse. She 
utilizes auto-ethnographic experiences and 

art as a catalyst for change-making.

Ally acknowledges power within the un-well 
body and believes there is tremendous value 

and potency by examining it through the 
contemporary art lens. Zlatar uses her work 

as a form of art activism to continuously 
interpret, communicate and facilitate 

discourse to make a difference in society.

@allyzlatar
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www.allyz.cargo.site/

Ally Zlatar





My works are based on my “thought patterns” 
which relate to my personal consciousness 
and state of being during the process of 
making the work. My own patterns of 

consciousness are unapologetically me, the 
core of my existence and being, and the 

principle motivation behind my work. 

I work on board and usually paint using 
acrylic, but during the Covid lockdowns, I 

started to work digitally as it had an ease of 
direct flow of conscious decision-making in 

terms of the placement of line, colour 
interactions, transparency or opaqueness, 

and the development of form in space. I also 
found I prefer the sustainability of the 
process as acrylic paint is plastic and 

disposing of acrylic waste is harmful to the 
water and landfill.

@suenicholasstudio
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www.suenicholasstudio.wordpress.com

Sue Nicholas





Catherine Hill is a multi-award-winning contemporary 
textile artist from Lancashire, based in the UK. 

Easily recognised for her creative use of embroidered 
text, she has been invited to publish work in 

several publications most recently in Embroidering 
the Everyday: Found Stitch Paint by Cas Holmes. Her 
work combines vintage red thread and cotton cloth to 
create unique hand embroidered surfaces. Interested 
in the connections between landscape & home, her 

pieces journal local dialect and domestic life in 
Lancashire during the 1970’s. This rich source of 

inspiration forms the foundation for her projects and 
collaborations with other artists and designers, 

including publications and garment designs.

Red thread is used once again in Headspace – Self 
Portrait, a hand embroidered piece of work created 
during the second UK lockdown in November 2020 
– this was a challenging time for all of us when our 

lives were restricted and normal life stood still. Shops 
were closed and resources limited. Catherine used 

what she had to hand, sourcing an old linen bedsheet 
and thread from her collection. The initial design 

for the portrait was hand drawn and developed over 
several days to incorporate the whirling thoughts and 

dreams which inspire the creation of her art. 

@catherine_hill_textile_artist
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Catherine Hill





Made within the Art At Work group, I was 
invited to make this piece in response to 

mental health. The design is based on the 
house I stayed in when growing up. By 

showing the garden path, I have tried to 
show the issues that effect everybody, and 
how we should leave them at the doorstep. 

The inside represents the things I love in life; 
it is my space. I feel that anxiety is 

something which effects everyone in all of our 
lives, and I cope with mine through art and 

treating everyday as a new day. I look at the 
smaller things in life rather than the bigger 

picture. 
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Tabby Starling





Reflecting on my experience of the 1960’s in 
the Netherlands, this collage documents what 

I inspired to be and how I wanted to be 
portrayed. I wanted to be seen in relation to 
ideas including flower power, freedom, and 
love, and to be able to fit into this norm of 

society. Although I identified with this 
movement, at times this didn’t feel true. I 
was trying to be myself and, at times, this 

meant that I didn’t fit in, and had to adapt to 
this way of life. The birds in this piece 

represent my head being in the clouds, and 
this is where I wanted to be at the time. 
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Rita Schuiling
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